Caution Cut Hazard: Sharp Blade. Contact may result in injury
Always keep blades away from fingers and body. Handle with
care. Keep out of reach of children.

Cutting a perfectly measured strip of fabric has never been easier with the Beba's Dual Cutter. Use the built in ruler to adjust to the
exact size desired, lock in place and cut-accurate each time! Beba's Cutters accommodate the right-and left-handed user. See
instructional diagram below for easy set-up and how to convert your dual cutter into a single.
SET-UP for Dual & Single Cutter
Included in the package is the following: 1 rotary cutter handle, 1 plastic cube, 1 single “Q” blade, 1 measurement bar with
1 single “Q” blade attached.
To set-up a single cutter for a right-handed individual:
To set-up a single cutter for a left-handed individual:
Take the rotary cutter handle and place the plastic cube
Take the rotary cutter handle and place the plastic cube
into the right of the handle, then attach the single “Q” blade
into the left of the handle, then attach the single “Q” blade
on the opposite side. View the photo below, taking special
on the opposite side. View the photo below, taking special
attention to the placement of the black nut.
attention to the placement of the black nut.

To set-up a dual cutter:
Take the rotary cutter handle and single “Q” blade on the measurement bar, following
along with the picture, place the second single “Q” blade opposite the handle.
*Please ensure that the handle is locked directly in the center of
the measurement bar.
Now you are ready to adjust the “Q” blades to cut a specific strip measurement.
Positioning your “Q” blades for a specific strip measurement:
Adjust the “Q” blades by lossening the screw of each and moving the outside of the blade
face to the desired measurment and tightening the screws. 1/4” seam allowances are
included in the set measurement. (See below an example for a 3” strip with 1/4” seam
allowances: Total finished strip cut is 3 1/2”).
(1/4” seam allowances are included in the set measurement)

Left of the Handle View

Right of the Handle View

SAFETY & STORAGE
Store rotary cutter in a closed blade position by pushing the security locks of each
blade to the forward position. If you find the security lock is difficult to move to the
forward closed position, slightly loosen the black, round nut.
Keep cutters and blades out of reach of children. Keep cutting surface clear of hard
objects, such as pins, to avoid nicking the blade during use.
BLADE REPLACEMENT
Take apart your cutter one piece at a time, laying out the parts in proper order and the
correct position as they detach. Reassemble with new blade. *Please ensure the ruler
guide is parallel to the tip of the blade before tightening the nut.

Dispose of old blades using the package that the new blade came in; tape it securely together and dispose.
BEBA'S blades are made of the highest quality tungsten carbide tool steel for a razor-sharp edge.
Caution must be used! Contact may result in injury. Hande with care.
CLEANING INSTRUCTION
Carefully remove the blade. Remove lint build-up from the blade and handle. Apply a drop of sewing machine oil around
the center of the blade before reassembling.
Caution must be used! Contact may result in injury. Hande with care.
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